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BRICKS & CLAY PRODUCTS   
Basics of brick bonding principles, exercises involving different types of brick bonding. Design 
and construction of various structural components using bricks in single or (Ground+1) 
buildings – small house, community hall, snack bar etc. and understanding the same through 
case studies including methods of construction of various non-structural building components 
such as partition walls, screens, compound walls, parapets, coping - understanding the same 
through exercises and case studies. 
 
Design exercises using clay blocks for flooring, roofing and walling in single or (Ground+1) 

buildings including detailing of Mangalore tiles, pot tiles, pan tiles roofing -understanding the 

same through exercises and case studies. 
 
TIMBER JOINERY   
Methods of construction using natural timber in joinery works including methods of fixing and 
options for finishing - Windows (panelled, louvered, glazed and sliding windows) - Doors 
(panelled, glazed, sliding, sliding/folding, louvered and pivoted) – Ventilators (top hung, 
bottom hung, pivoted, louvered, and glazed) – Hardware for doors, windows and ventilators - 
Exercises involving the above through drawings and application of the above for a single or 
(G+1) building with schedule of joinery. 
 
TIMBER WALLS, FLOORS, TRUSSES AND STAIRCASES   
Methods of construction using natural timber in various structural components of the building 
such as walls, floors, roof trusses - Exercises involving the above through case studies - Types 
of timber staircases. Methods of construction of timber staircases- basic principles and design 
details including detailing of handrail and baluster- Exercises involving the above through 
drawings. 
 
TIMBER PARTITIONS, PANELLING, FLASE CEILING   
Methods of construction using man-made timber products such as ply woods, block boards, 
etc., in fixed partitions, sliding/folding partitions, wall panelling, false ceiling - Exercises of the 
above through drawings and case studies. 
 
GLASS   
Construction methods using glass for single storey glass structures like pavilions, green houses, 
staircases. Construction methods using glass for single/multi-storey buildings including curtain 
walling details – Exercises of the above through case studies and drawings. 
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